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Volunteers, volunteers… 

Summer is definitely the time for volunteers, with hundreds 

of them coming to work in the refuge. But these last 

months the Volunteers’ station has been as well full of live. 

Thus, volunteers from France, Belgium, England, Australia, 

Ireland… have been working with the 6 EVS volunteers 

(Max, Zoe, Ieva, Millo, Daniel and Amélie) and of course 

with Ivan and Helena. 

All together we’ve been having a lot of fun and working on 

various projects that you can discover here. And it was 

always with a lot of sadness that we saw all of them leaving 

Kuterevo, especially Ieva, who was supposed to stay all the 

year with us and that we are really missing. 

Winter preparations 

This first period we spent in Kuterevo was principally busy by 

the preparation of the winter. We harvested our garden to 

have reserve of vegetables and we prepared 150 kg of sour 

cabbage. To be enough warm, we had to cut and stock many 

logs. Another system really useful against the cold is Rakija. 

We prepared ours with the help of some villagers, the one 

we made is from plump and “Drenjula” (Cornus Mas, a 

symbolic and specific wild fruit of Lika).  

Dobar dan! 

In this newsletter from the volunteers working in Kuterevo, we would like to share with you some news about these last 

months in the Bear Refuge. Thus, you will find here some information about the 8 volunteers and 8 bears enjoying their time in 

Kuterevo this year! 

EVS in Kuterevo 

EVS stands for European Voluntary Service – 

Youth in Action Program of European 

commission which provides double 

opportunity: 

•    for young people to volunteer for up to 12 

months in one of European countries 

•    for organizations to be empowered with 

international volunteers, which are dedicated 

to the organization for that time and eager to 

learn and help as much as possible 

Kuterevo is used to the presence of 

international volunteers, but that is mostly in 

the summer time. With 12-month long EVS 

project which involves 6 people from different 

stories, Kuterevo and the Bear Refuge are 

stronger, more reach in diversity and more 

interesting for gossiping :D EVS team became a 

driver for activities of Volunteers' station in 

Kuterevo, Otočac and around. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Out of Kuterevo 

During out first months in Kuterevo we also had 

opportunities to visit different places around Croatia:  

We spent nice moments all together in Rijeka and Zagreb, 

two main towns of Croatia. We went as well to 

Orahovica, here is really famous for big meals full of tasty 

things people use to eat. We’ve also visited a ranch lost in 

the wild of Lika. This place was built by a couple who 

wanted to realize their dream to be “cow boys in a huge 

desert”. And the exploration is not finished: we are going 

to explore many others places like the beautiful town of 

Split or the region of Istria! 

 

Some events 

Beside our daily works, we’ve been lucky enough to enjoy some special days. 

For instance, we organized an event in the Otočac’s library on the 5
th

 of 

December to celebrate the International Volunteer Day. We got to know more 

about bears, permaculture or even Glagolica (Croatia old way of writing) 

during various workshops. We also had the chance to celebrate Christmas and 

New Year Eve two times, discovering both Croatian Catholic and Serbian 

Orthodox celebrations!  

 

Contact 

Velebitska Udruga Kuterevo 

Pod Crikvon 109, 53225 Kuterevo 

Phone: +385 53 799 001 

Blog: http://kuterevo.wordpress.com 

Email contacts: 

kuk-kuterevo@gs.t-com.hr 

kuterevo.volunteers@gmail.com  

Bear news 

All of the bears living in the refuge are 

going quite well. For now, the 

weather is very cold, we have snow 

and the bears are sleeping, or at least 

getting some rest in their dens :-) 

Motivated Volunteers and some of their deeds 

Near the dark forest of Kuterevo, motivated volunteers… have started a 

project, called “Bear-Botanical-Garden”. This educational garden will give an 

overview about the plants in Velebit Mountains the bear eats, as close to 

nature as possible.  

After a decade of time… precisely 14 years, it was necessary to make a new 

telephone-book for the people of Kuterevo. So the motivated volunteers 

collected all new numbers from the people,  made a new design and are now 

offering that to all people of Kuterevo.  

What new adventures are coming on the horizon for our Volunteers? We will 

see… 

 

Greetings from the Kuterevo team!  

Ivan Crnković Pavenka, Helena Poućki, Zoe Egea, Maximilian Kalić, 

Daniel Comte, Millo Penault, Amélie Jaquet 
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